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Abstract—We consider the resource allocation with aggregation of multiple bands including unlicensed band for heterogeneous traffic. While the mobile data traffic including high volume of video traffic is expected to increase significantly, an efficient management of radio resources from multiple bands is required to guarantee the quality of service (QoS) of different traffic types. In this context, we formulate an optimal resource allocation by using different utility functions for heterogeneous traffic and the two-step resource allocation algorithm including resource grouping has been proposed. Simulation results demonstrate that the proposed algorithm enhances the connection robustness and shows good performance in terms of higher utility value of inelastic traffic even at high traffic loads by steering elastic traffic to unlicensed band.

Index Terms—Resource allocation, carrier aggregation, load balancing, traffic steering

I. INTRODUCTION

Mobile data traffic is expected to grow annually around 45%, resulting in a ten-fold increase in total data traffic by the end of 2021 compared to 2015. Especially, almost 70% of traffic will be from video by 2021, which means 55% growth annually [1]. In order to support the tremendous growth of data traffic, the use of multiple spectrum bands has been considered, starting on a single band and adding a second and even a third band (e.g., 800 MHz, 1.8GHz, 2.1GHz) [2]. Carrier aggregation (CA) has been standardized in 3GPP and Rel-13 targets aggregation of up to 32 component carriers (CCs) [3]. Along with licensed spectrum, the use of unlicensed spectrum has been investigated, i.e., LTE for Unlicensed (LTE-U) or Licensed Assisted Access (LAA)-LTE [4] and LTE-WLAN Aggregation (LWA) [5]. By using carrier aggregation between the licensed bands and the unlicensed band, the network capacity and data rates can be boosted [6]. However, considering different requirements on quality of service (QoS) of heterogeneous traffic types and different characteristics of each band including unlicensed spectrum, the multi-band traffic management by using carrier aggregation becomes a challenging issue [7].

In the literature, there has been a lot of research efforts on developing mechanisms in support of QoS of different traffic types. In order to measure the degree to which service requirements are satisfied, the approach using utility functions has been investigated widely [8]. Radio resource allocation algorithms based on designed utility functions have been proposed in [9] [10]. Additionally, in [11], the use of multiple carriers is considered and a rate allocation algorithm for multi-carriers is proposed for different traffic types. In [12], unlicensed band utilization is additionally considered. While aforementioned works have been conducted to support QoS of different traffic, to the best of our knowledge, how to efficiently utilize multiple bands with carrier aggregation for heterogeneous traffic has not been fully scrutinized.

In this paper, we consider the problem of resource allocation together with aggregation of multiple bands including unlicensed spectrum for support of various traffic types. For efficient use of multiple bands, the resource grouping concept is introduced. The resource allocation problem is formulated as a two-step optimization problem. Then, by applying the Hungarian method, the optimal primary carriers are allocated. While the secondary carriers allocation problem is formulated as a convex optimization problem, secondary carriers are allocated from multiple bands considering the level of traffic loads and traffic types. At high traffic loads, the proposed two-step resource allocation algorithm based on resource grouping intends to prioritize inelastic traffic to access the licensed spectrum and to utilize unlicensed spectrum for elastic traffic. From the simulation study, it is shown that the proposed algorithm improves the connection robustness by around 176% and the satisfaction level of inelastic traffic’s QoS by around 117% even at high traffic loads.

The organization of the paper is as follows. Section II describes the system model and the utility functions of different traffic types. In Section III, the optimization resource allocation problem is formulated. Then, in Section IV, the optimization problem is converted into two-step problem for primary and secondary carriers for a practical approach. The proposed resource allocation with carrier aggregation based on resource grouping is presented. In Section V, the performance of the proposed algorithm is evaluated by simulation and we conclude this paper in Section VI.

II. SYSTEM AND CHANNEL MODEL

A. System Model

We consider the downlink transmission of the single-cell OFDM system consisting of one base station (BS) and a set of users (UEs), $K = \{1,\cdots,K\}$ as depicted in Fig. 1. While the mobile system has its dedicated licensed spectrum over multiple bands, the system can also access unlicensed spectrum as shown in Fig. 2. The set of carriers is labelled as $\mathcal{N} = \{1,\cdots,N\}$, from the licensed and unlicensed bands. By using carrier aggregation, multiple carriers can be integrated
for the transmission channel. The aggregated channel can include a primary carrier (PC) and multiple secondary carriers (SCs) [4]. The primary carrier provides reliable connection whilst secondary carriers can provide higher data rates [6].

The traffic to be transmitted is classified into two categories, inelastic and elastic traffic [13]. While inelastic traffic is generated by the real-time applications such as VoIP (voice over IP), elastic traffic is generated by applications including FTP (file transfer protocol) and HTTP (hyper text transfer protocol). The set of users $K$ is composed of a set of users of inelastic traffic $K_{in}$ and a set of users of elastic traffic $K_{el}$.

### B. Channel Model

The signal transmission is on a frame basis, with each frame consisting of multiple OFDM symbols. The received OFDM symbol is $y_{ij} = h_{ij} \cdot x_{ij} + n_{ij}$, where $x_{ij}$ is the transmitted OFDM symbol from the BS to UE $i$ on carrier $j$ where $i \in K$ and $j \in N$. All carriers between the BS and UEs are assumed to be independent and identically distributed (i.i.d.) Rayleigh fading. The channel coefficient, $h_{ij}$ is complex Gaussian random variable with zero mean and variance $\sigma^2_{h_{ij}}$, i.e., $h_{ij} \sim CN(0, \sigma^2_{h_{ij}})$. The channel state information (CSI) is assumed to be perfectly known at the receiver. The received signal to noise ratio (SNR) is represented as

$$\rho_{ij} = \frac{|h_{ij}|^2 P_{ij}}{\sigma^2} = \frac{g_{ij} P_{ij}}{\sigma^2},$$

where $g_{ij} = |h_{ij}|^2$, for all $i, j$. $g_{ij}$ is a Chi-square distributed random variable with $2M$ degrees of freedom where $M$ denotes the number of receiver antennas along with multi-antenna techniques (e.g., maximal ratio combining). The channel gains are assumed to remain unchanged within each frame. The transmit power, $P_{ij} = P_{max}/N$ for equal power allocation with a given $P_{max}$. Notice in (1) that $\sigma^2$ is the variance of the complex-valued zero-mean additive white Gaussian noise (AWGN). Then, the data rate is expressed as

$$r_{ij} = W_j \cdot \log_2 (1 + \rho_{ij}),$$

where $W_j$ is the bandwidth of carrier $j$. Consider the BS can use multiple carriers by aggregation to transmit to UEs. Then, the data rate to UE $i$, $r_i$ is given by

$$r_i = \sum_{j \in N} \alpha_{ij} \cdot r_{ij},$$

where $\alpha_{ij}$ is the carrier allocation indicator, i.e., $\alpha_{ij} = 1$ indicates that carrier $j$ is allocated to UE $i$ and $\alpha_{ij} = 0$, otherwise. Given the channel inputs, the scheduler at the BS allocates different carriers to different users.

### C. Applications Utility Functions

We consider utility functions incorporating required data rates to express the satisfaction level of required QoS. The application utility function of UE $i$, $U_i(r_i)$ is represented by sigmoidal-like function or logarithmic function [11] [13]. These functions have the following properties: 1) $U_i(0) = 0$ and $U_i(r_i)$ is an increasing function of $r_i$, 2) $U_i(r_i)$ is twice continuously differentiable in $r_i$. For inelastic traffic UEs, we use the normalized sigmoidal-like utility function, that is

$$U_i(r_i) = e\left(\frac{1}{1 + e^{-a_i(r_i - b_i)}} - d_i\right),$$

where $a_i = (1 + e^{a_i b_i})/e^{a_i b_i}$ and $d_i = 1/e^{a_i b_i}$ so it satisfies $U(0) = 0$ and $U(\infty) = 1$. Considering the characteristics of traffic types including required QoS, the utility parameters $a_i$ and $b_i$ can be set.

The normalized logarithmic utility function is utilized for elastic traffic UEs, that can be represented as

$$U_i(r_i) = \frac{\log(1 + k_i r_i)}{\log(1 + k_i r_i^\text{max})},$$

where $r_i^\text{max}$ is the required rate for the user to achieve 100% utilization and $k_i$ is the slope of the curve that varies based on the user application (i.e., the increasing rate of utility percentage with the allocated rate $r_i$). It satisfies $U_i(0) = 0$ and $U_i(r_i^\text{max}) = 1$. From (3), $U_i(r_i)$ in (4) and (5) can be represented as the multi-variable functions $U_i(\sum \alpha_{ij} r_{ij})$.

### III. PROBLEM FORMULATION

To allocate multiple carrier resources to multiple UEs, we consider the general utility proportional fairness (PF) objective function formulation in (6).

$$P : \max_{\alpha_{ij}} \prod_{i \in K} U_i \left( \sum_{j \in N} \alpha_{ij} r_{ij} \right),$$

s.t. $\sum_{i \in K} \alpha_{ij} \leq 1, \forall j \in N$, 

$$\alpha_{ij} \in \{0, 1\}, \forall i \in K, \forall j \in N,$$

$$\sum_{j \in N} \alpha_{ij} r_{ij} \geq R_i^\text{min}, \forall i \in K.$$
The objective of problem $P$ in (6) is to allocate carriers for UEs to maximize the total system utility while ensuring proportional fairness between UEs (i.e., the product of the utilities of all UEs). The function (6) ensures non-zero resource allocation for all UEs [14]. While $\alpha_{ij}$ is the allocation indicator as shown in (8), each carrier is exclusively allocated to one user, thus (7) is imposed as the constraint. For UE $i$, the minimum rate requirement $R^\text{min}_i$ is considered to guarantee a QoS and its constraint is added in (9).

IV. THE PROPOSED TWO-STEP RESOURCE ALLOCATION WITH RESOURCE GROUPING

By solving the resource allocation problem in (6)-(9), the aggregated channel can be selected for each UE. However, under practical scenarios, for example, in LTE-Advanced, when a UE first establishes or re-establishes radio resource control (RRC) connection with the BS, only one carrier, called as primary component carrier (PCC) is configured (for initial control and data traffic). Then, depending on traffic load and QoS requirements, one or more additional carriers called as secondary component carriers (SCCs) are configured. Therefore the PCC should be robust, and is typically chosen such that it provides the most ubiquitous coverage and/or best signal quality [6]. Considering this, the primary carrier can be allocated from licensed bands and then, the secondary carriers can be allocated from licensed and/or unlicensed bands [4]. In this paper, we introduce resource grouping, whereby available carriers are categorized into three groups considering the channel characteristics and spectrum regime. An example of resource grouping is presented in Fig. 2. Considering a given maximum allowed number of users $N_{\text{max}}$, the same number of carriers in lower band (i.e., better channel quality) are grouped ($G_P$) for primary carrier while the rest of carriers are grouped ($G_S$) for secondary carriers. Considering the spectrum regime, $G_S$ are separated with two groups, $G_{S1}$ of carriers in licensed bands and $G_{S2}$ in unlicensed bands. With resource grouping, we intend to enhance connection robustness by allocating primary carriers of good channel quality and improve the QoS of inelastic traffic by steering elastic traffic to unlicensed bands. Similarly to [12], we adopt a new two-step resource allocation for primary and secondary carriers.

A. Resource Allocation of Primary Carriers

While carriers in $G_P$ are for the primary carrier, the primary carrier allocation problem can be formulated as follows.

$$P1 : \max_{\alpha_{ij}} \sum_{i \in K} \sum_{j \in G_P} \log \left( U_i(\sum_{j \in G_P} \alpha_{ij} r_{ij}) \right)$$

s.t. $\sum_{i \in K} \alpha_{ij} = 1, \forall j \in G_P, \sum_{j \in G_P} \alpha_{ij} \leq 1, \forall i \in K, \alpha_{ij} \in \{0, 1\}, \forall i \in K, j \in G_P,$

$$\sum_{j \in G_P} \alpha_{ij} r_{ij} \geq R^\text{min}_i, \forall i \in K. \ (14)$$

Note that $\arg \max \prod_{i} U_i(\sum_{j \in G_P} \alpha_{ij} r_{ij})$ in (6) is equivalent to $\arg \max \sum \log \left( U_i(\sum_{j \in G_P} \alpha_{ij} r_{ij}) \right).$ Thus, the objective function (10) and constraints in (12)-(14) are the same with (6), (7)-(9) of the problem $P$. (11) is additionally imposed since at most one carrier can be allocated to UE for the primary carrier.

Since $P1$ in (10)-(14) is formulated as the one-to-one matching problem (between ‘UE’ and ‘carrier’) [15], we apply the Hungarian algorithm [16] which is well-known to solve the one-to-one matching problem in polynomial time optimally. We add the step to verify whether the constraint (14) is satisfied or not.

B. Resource Allocation of Secondary Carriers

After allocating the primary carriers, secondary carriers are allocated depending on the QoS requirements and spectrum availability. Based on (6), the resource allocation problem for secondary carriers is formulated as follows.

$$P2 : \max_{\alpha_{ij}} \sum_{i \in K} \sum_{j \in G_P} \log \left( U_i(r_i^{pc} + \sum_{j \in G_P} \alpha_{ij} r_{ij}) \right)$$

s.t. $\sum_{i \in K} \alpha_{ij} \leq 1, j \in G_n,$

$$\alpha_{ij} \in \{0, 1\}, \forall i \in K, j \in G_n, \forall G_n \in \{G_{S1}, G_{S2}, G_{S3}\}. \ (18)$$

In (15), $r_i^{pc}$ is the achievable data rate of UE $i$ from the allocated primary carrier, i.e., $r_i^{pc} = \sum_{j \in G_P} \alpha_{ij} r_{ij}$. While primary carriers are chosen from $G_P$, secondary carriers are chosen from $G_{S1}$ and/or $G_{S2}$ as described in (18) depending on the traffic types and traffic load in the system. At the low traffic load, (i.e., the traffic load $L_C$ is lower than the threshold $L_{TH}$), secondary carriers for all $K$ UEs can be selected in $G_{S1}$. As the traffic loads increases and exceeds the given threshold ($L_C > L_{TH}$), UEs of inelastic traffic (in $K_{in}$) are prioritized to access carriers in licensed bands ($G_{S1}$) and UEs of elastic traffic (in $K_{EL}$) are allowed to use remained carriers in $G_{S1}$ and carriers in $G_{S2}$. When the amount of inelastic traffic is too large to be served by licensed bands, unlicensed band will be utilized for the inelastic traffic as well as elastic traffic. It is to support QoS satisfaction of inelastic traffic even at high traffic loads while exploiting unlicensed band efficiently. Since the channel quality of unlicensed bands is heavily affected by other devices, the unlicensed band is intended to be utilized by elastic traffic most of the time. Once the group of secondary carriers for each UE is decided from $G_{S1}$ and/or $G_{S2}$, secondary carriers allocation is carried out by solving the optimization problem $P2$ in (15).

Similarly with the problem $P$ in (6), the problem $P2$ is a combinatorial one due to the binary variable $\alpha_{ij}$, which makes the problem intractable for large system. One approach to solve it is to relax the binary constraint and allow any value in range of $[0, 1]$. Then, the objective function in (15) is log-convex, since it is a non-negative sum of log-convex functions [11]. Since the constraints are linear and the function is defined on a convex set, the problem can be solved by standard convex
Algorithm 1 The proposed carrier allocation algorithm

**Input:** 1) \( K \): the set of users with \( K_{in} \) and \( K_{el} \), 2) \( N \): the set of carriers with \( G_p, G_{S1} \) and \( G_{S2} \), 3) \( W_{max} \): the set of carrier bandwidth, 4) \( P_{max} \), 5) \( C_{K,N} \): the set of carrier noise ratio, where \( c_{ij} = g_{ij}/\sigma_{ij}^2 \), 6) \( R_{min} = \{ R_{min}^{P}, \ldots , R_{min}^{S} \} \), 7) \( L_{TH} \): traffic load threshold.

**Output:** \( A_{K \times N} = \{ \alpha_{11}, \ldots , \alpha_{K,N} \} \): allocation indicator.

1: Calculate \( R \) (for \( r_{ij} \)) and \( D \) where \( d_{ij} = \log U_r(r_{ij}) \).
2: **procedure** ALLOCATEPRIMARYCARRIER()
3: Initialize \( A_P = \{ 0 \} \times K \times \{ g_{ij} \} \), \( flag = N \).
4: Eliminate the elements of \( D \) (\( d_{ij} = 0 \)) if \( r_{ij} < R_{min} \).
5: Make a square matrix \( D \) with \( v_{min} = \min\{\bar{D}\} \).
6: **procedure** HUNGARIAN(\( D \))
7: Subtract each entries from \( v_{max} = \max\{D\} \).
8: Reduce the matrix by both column/row subtractions.
9: while \( flag != Y es \) do
10: Find the min. lines number, \( l_{min} \), to cover zero entries.
11: if \( l_{min} = K \) \( flag = Y es \).
12: else Find the min. entry not covered by any line, \( v_{min} \).
13: Subtract \( v_{min} \) from all uncovered elements.
14: Add \( v_{min} \) to all elements covered by two lines.
15: Save \( A_P \{ 1 : K \} \leftarrow \text{find}(D\{1 : K ; \} == 0)) \).
16: Save \( R_{pc}(1 : K) \leftarrow A_P \ast R_{G_p} \).
17: **return** \( A_P, R_{pc} \) \( \triangleright \) Selected Primary Carriers and rates
18: **procedure** MONITORTRAFFICLOAD()
19: Measure current traffic load \( L_C \) and compare with threshold.
20: if \( L_C > L_{TH} \) **return** HighTraffic;
21: else **return** LowTraffic;
22: **procedure** ALLOCATESECONDARYCARRIERS()
23: \( con = [0 \leq \alpha_{ij} \leq 1] \)
24: \( objSig = - \sum_{i} \log(c_{ij}\sum_{r, \{j\} = 0}^{\infty} \sum_{\alpha_{ij}^{\{r\}}}^{-k} d_{ij})) \). 
25: \( objLog = - \sum_{i} \log((1+1+k(1+\frac{\sum_{j}^{\infty} \sum_{\alpha_{ij}^{\{r\}}}^{-k} r_{ij}))^{-k})) \).
26: if mode == HighTraffic
27: \( A_S\{in\} = \text{fmincon}(R, R_{pc}\{K\}, G_{S1}, \text{con}, \text{objSig}) \).
28: \( A_S\{K\} = \text{fmincon}(R, R_{pc}, R_{G_S}\{K\}, \text{con}, \text{objLog}, \text{objSig}) \).
29: \( \triangleright r_{ij}: \text{remaining UEs}, r_{G_S}\{K\}: \text{remaining carriers in} G_{S} \).
30: \( A_S = A_S\{in\} \circ A_S\{K\} \).
31: \( \triangleright \text{selected secondary carriers} \).
32: **return** \( A_S \) \( \triangleright \) Primary & Secondary carriers allocation

To compare the performance of the proposed algorithm, the one-step allocation algorithm in (6)-(9) (similarly to [11]) and the two-step allocation algorithm in (10)-(18) (similarly to [12]) with only grouping of \( G_P \) and \( G_S \) are implemented as the reference. The one-step, two-step and proposed algorithms are referred to as 'One-step', 'Two-step' and 'Proposed', and labelled by 'One', 'Two' and 'Pro', respectively.

Firstly, we focus on the effect of two-step allocation with resource grouping for primary carrier. Fig. 3 shows performance of One-step and Two-step in terms of the average utility value and the average data rate of UEs at high traffic loads. With the bar graph, it is shown Two-step produces higher (\( \geq 176\% \)) average data rates from primary carriers \( (r_{ij}^{PC}) \) compared to One-step while the average data rate \( (r_{ij}) \) of One-step is around 5% higher than that of Two-step. By allocating primary carriers from \( G_P \) (the set of carriers in lower band), Two-step could establish more robust connection. From two dashed line in Fig. 3, it is observed that the average utility value of inelastic UEs from Two-step is higher than one of One-step regardless of the number of inelastic/elastic UEs. While inelastic UEs requires less amount of data rates for full QoS satisfaction.
High traffic is set to traffic loads ($L > L_{TH}$) while the rate for inelastic traffic is decreased ($R_i = 100$ for $U_i(R_i) = 1$), it is analyzed that better data rate from primary carrier allocation results in the benefit to QoS improvement of inelastic traffic. Additionally, while the impact of inelastic traffic’s utility on the average utility of all UEs gets bigger with increase of the number of inelastic UEs, the gain of the average utility of all UEs from Two-step increases up to 111% against one of One-step.

Fig. 4 shows the performance of three algorithms. By comparing the inelastic UEs’ data rate obtained from unlicensed band (dark colored bar) of two algorithms, One-step and Two-step, it is analyzed that primary carrier allocation from $G_P$ results in less use of unlicensed spectrum for inelastic traffic. However, due to the limited resource, as the number of inelastic UEs increases, it is observed that more carriers from unlicensed band become to be utilized for inelastic UEs in both algorithms, resulting in higher data rate from unlicensed spectrum. However, in Proposed, the average rate obtained by unlicensed spectrum for elastic traffic is increased (114%) while the rate for inelastic traffic is decreased (14%) at the high traffic loads ($L_C > L_{TH}$). In this simulation, the threshold of high traffic is set to 60% of maximum number of users. Thus, when the number of UEs becomes 5, the status of traffic load is regarded as high. Since Proposed prioritizes inelastic traffics to use carriers in licensed spectrum $G_{S1}$ for secondary carriers, it leads to steer elastic traffic to unlicensed band at the high load and results in increase of the utility value of inelastic UEs (‘A’) and decrease of elastic UEs’ utility (‘B’).

While Proposed is shown to be superior in terms of inelastic traffic’s QoS and robust connection setup, it has the limitation. In Proposed with resource grouping, carriers in $G_P$ are reserved for primary carrier allocation regardless of the traffic load. At the low traffic, some carriers in $G_P$ can be reserved without utilization, leading to resource waste. However, in One-step, all carriers are utilized fully, thus higher average data rate per UE can be achieved (although the graph is not included here due to a lack of space). In addition, from Fig. 4, it is shown that Proposed satisfies inelastic traffic’ QoS better than other two algorithms by using resource grouping at high traffic loads. However, the gain in inelastic traffic’s QoS support is achieved at the cost of decrease in elastic traffic’s QoS. Thus, the resource grouping for different spectrum bands should be carefully decided by considering the QoS requirement of inelastic/elastic traffic, dynamic change of traffic loads and available spectrum.

VI. CONCLUSIONS

Investigation on resource allocation with traffic steering for service differentiation was provided. For a practical approach, the two-step resource allocation problem was formulated with different utility functions of heterogeneous traffic and the allocation algorithm including resource grouping was proposed. By the simulation results, the proposed approach was shown to be able to support a more robust connection and better QoS to inelastic traffic UEs by steering elastic traffic to unlicensed bands. While fixed resource grouping is considered in this work, future research will consider the flexibility in resource grouping so that the resource allocation can be operated dynamically depending on the varying situation including spectrum availability and the loads of inelastic/elastic traffic.
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